Customer success story

Credit Union Australia

About

Challenges
CUA utilises several Citrix technologies to deliver critical services
to its customers, staff and business partners. Citrix NetScaler has
long been CUA’s Application Delivery Controller (ADC) of choice,
with CUA previously deploying a platform of SDX appliances which
delivered a flexible and scalable on premises solution.
•

With the original SDX hardware platform reaching end of
life and CUA’s vision towards further flexibility (including the
adoption of public cloud), a new method of delivering ADC
services was required.

CUA is a credit union based
in Brisbane, Australia. With
over 50 branches
nationally, they are the
country’s largest member
based credit union.
Offering financial and
insurance products and
services to over 500,000
Australians.

“oobe did a great job making sure the solution chosen was the best option available for the longer term
and implemented it under extremely short timelines”

Solution
oobe worked with CUA
and Citrix to determine the
various options that were
available, with a specific
focus on strategic
technology objectives
as well as total cost of
ownership.

Based on these objectives
and the options presented, a
virtual (VPX) pooled licensing
model was selected.

oobe provided project
management services to
assist, plan and execute the
migration.

oobe provided a fixed
price engagement for the
deployment of, and migration
to, the new solution.

The project was delivered on
time and within budget.

The new product and licensing model provided CUA with the
ultimate flexibility to scale and adapt to future business needs.
Scaling out the new capability and adopting additional ADC services in future will not be
tied to a vendor supplied hardware platform that has a hard expiration date.
•
The subscription based pooled licensing model provides additional commercial
benefits, allowing flexible and incremental pay as you grow licensing.
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